Psychedelic Tie-dye Shoelaces
This colorful project is sure to be a shoe-in with your kids!

1. Just tie knots in white shoelaces about 1 1/2 inches apart.
2. Now prepare each color of dye in its own bowl by mixing equal parts fabric paint (we used Scribblers brand) and water (we started with a tablespoon of each). If needed, add a few drops of paint (to deepen) or water (to lighten) the color.
3. Mix with a paintbrush or stick.
4. Dip each knot or loop into a different color.
5. Remove the lace from the dye after a few seconds unless you want a very dark color. Keep in mind that the colors will bleed slightly.
6. Dry the laces flat on a plastic bag. Undo the knots when the laces are dry.